Abstract. High quality, high capability and wide overlay are desired in modern satellite communication. Many new technologies have been used in communication satellite, and multiple-beam antenna was one of them. Discussing the amplitude and phase inconsistency of the RF multiple-receiver is the most important part for the multiple-beam antenna in practical application. The influence of the channel mismatch on the satellite multiple-beam antenna system has been discussed and simulated in this paper. We have given the signal to noise ratio (SNR) to bit error rate (BER) curves at last. And the discussion results have a certain practical application value for designing the satellite system.
antenna satellite receiving system at the condition of the channel mismatch, in which case a conclusion has been drawn to show the effect of the channel mismatch on the system. The principle and characteristics of the satellite multiple-beam antenna are analyzed in the next section.
Basic Principle of Satellite Multiple-beam Antenna System
Multiple-beam antenna is one that uses the same aperture to produce a number of different directional beams [6] [7] . At present, multiple-beam antenna configured on the satellite has become a key technology to improve the performance of the satellite communication and reduce the cost of the system. The effect of the amplitude and phase errors of the channels on the performance of the satellite system is the big problem to be considered when multiple-beam antenna is used in the practical application [8] . The principle and the statistical characteristics of the satellite multiple-beam antenna are analyzed in detail in this section. And we further study the effect of amplitude and phase errors on the antenna system.
The satellite multiple-beam receiving antenna as shown in the Fig. 1 comprises array receiving antennas, multiple-channel parallel receivers, A/D converters, digital down converters, beamforming units and beamforming controllers [9] . The front antenna array is composed of two-dimensional array which contains many antenna elements. The super-heterodyne method is generally applied in the receiver. And the receiver can realize down-conversion processing, filtering and amplifying the array signal. The antenna receives the RF signal and transmits it into the receiving channel. And then the signal becomes the IF signal or the baseband signal. After AD sampling, the analog signal is converted into digital signal which is sent to the digital beam forming device for processing then. Finally the baseband digital beam signal is output by the system [10] .
Planar array can be used to control the beam in two-dimensional space. A basic planar array of M N  is showed in Fig. 2 . The planar array consisting of a total of M N  elements is in the XOY plane. The array element spacing is x d and y d respectively and  is the working wavelength. The direction of the target is described with ( , )   . If the elements in the array are non-directional, the lobe pattern of the array antenna without errors can be given by the equation (1) below [11] .
Where ik a is the weighted coefficient of the array amplitude, determined by the distribution of the lobed shape namely by the required reference current (sin cos sin cos )   represents main lobe direction.
In general, there are errors in both the amplitude and phase of the array antenna. In the multiple-beam antenna system, the amplitude and phase errors have a great impact on the antenna gain. If the amplitude error and phase error are independent random variables, lobe pattern with errors can be written as below.
Where  is the amplitude error and  is the phase error between the two array elements, and that they both follow the normal random distribution with the mean value of zero. Main performance index of multiple-beam system are antenna gain, average of the beamwidth and so on. And the antenna gain is mainly discussed in this paper. In the ideal case, the directional gain of the antenna can be expressed as below [12] . 2 2
The antenna gain with errors can be approximately described as
 is the variance of the amplitude error and that 2   is the variance of the phase error.
From the formula (4), it can be concluded that the amplitude and phase errors have a great impact on the antenna gain. In the next section we will analyze the influence of the channel mismatch on the satellite communication system.
Analysis on The Influence of The Channel Mismatch on The Satellite Communication System
Effect of the channel mismatch on the satellite communication system will be discussed below in detail. If the probability of each symbol is equal, we set the symbol that the signal source sends is ( ) u n under the DQPSK modulation mode. Then ( ) u n can be described as the following expression. 
With a hypothesis that   P T a rectangular function (unit pulse), the output of modulation can be expressed as the formula (6) .
Where c w is the carrier frequency and A is the gain factor. Supposing that    
is the impulse response of the transmitting-end bandlimited filter and ( ) g t is the impulse response of the corresponding low pass filter, the output of the filter in the N-th signal time interval can be described as below.
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Where the previous two items are the signals, the latter two items are inter-symbol interference and 1 N and 2 N are both the memory moments of send filter.
Assuming that signal and noise are not related, the covariance matrix of the received signal is expressed as 
when the frequency characteristics of the M channels are consistent [13] . Then we can obtain that
In order to describe the frequency characteristics of the actual system channel, we add the random disturbance  and  of the amplitude and phase to filter coefficient nm a . The transfer function of the N-th channel filter can be obtained as the equation (9) at the condition of the channel mismatch. 
Assuming that the signal that each channel receives keeps independent from each other and the mean value is zero, and that the amplitude and phase perturbation of different channels and the positions of different delay line on the same channel is independent, the output signal of the array is described as the equation
The vector expression of the filter transfer function under the condition of channel mismatch is showed as below. R is the covariance of the output signal of the array when the channels are matched, the statistical description of the effect of channel mismatch on covariance matrix is showed as the equation (11). By solving the characteristic equation in the perturbation case it can be proved that in the statistical sense, the channel mismatch does not change the noise space, but only changes both the value of the eigenvalues and the model of the feature vector instead, which thus results in the distortion of the amplitude and phase of the received signal. Then the signals through demodulation will produce bit error. The degree of bit error is changing with the variation of channel mismatch.
Numeral Results and Discussions
In this section, the performance of the array antenna maximum gain is simulated both in the perfect condition and under the condition of channel mismatch based on the discussion of section 3. In this paper, a half wavelength dipole antenna of 8 elements uniform linear array is used for the simulation. The spacing between array adjacent cells is half of a wavelength and all array elements are under the condition of constant amplitude and in-phase. The maximum gain mean of array without coupling is changing with the change of channel mismatch as shown in Fig. 3 . From the Fig. 3 , it can be concluded that the mean value of the maximum gain of the array is decreasing with the increase of phase shift. However, there is a slight increase in the variance of the maximum gain of the array with the phase shift rising as shown in the Fig. 4 . In addition, the variance of the maximum gain is significantly increasing with the rise of mismatch-channel amplitude variety. Based on the above simulations, the variance of maximum gain is less than 1dB for the ideal array without coupling in the condition that the phase shift is less than 35  and the amplitude variety is less than 2dB. And then the mean value of the maximum gain is more than 17dB.
In the antenna array, the mutual coupling effect, which can have a great influence on the amplitude and phase of the array, between the array elements is caused by that the array element spacing is too small. The mean and the variance of array maximum gain with coupling are changing with the change of channel mismatch as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . From the Fig. 5 , it can be seen that the mean of the array maximum gain is decreasing with the increase of the phase shift when there is coupling between the array elements. the mean changing range of the maximum gain is also increasing with the rise of mismatch-channel amplitude variety. And the influence of channel mismatch on the variance of the array maximum gain for the array of coupling is the just same as the arrays without coupling as shown in the Fig. 6 . Based on the above simulations, the variance of maximum gain is less than 1dB for the array with coupling when the phase shift is less than 30  and the amplitude variety is less than 2dB, and then the mean value of the maximum gain is more than 33dB.
Based on the analysis above, it can be concluded that for both the ideal array and the array of coupling the greater the degree of channel mismatch is, the bigger the error of the maximum gain is.
The mean of the gain decreases with the increase of the phase error, with which the variance of the gain rises whereas. The influence of channel mismatch is greater on the array of coupling than on the ideal array. At last, this paper has measured the bit error rate (BER) performance with the Monte-Carlo method based on the ADS simulation platform. And we have established the whole communication system on ADS platform model. Based on the results above, model parameters of channel mismatch is set to be that amplitude variety A ranges from 0 to 2dB and phase shift $P$ ranges from 0 to 30°. The relationship between signal to noise ratio (SNR) and BER at the condition of different degrees of the channel mismatch is shown in the Fig. 7 . It can be concluded that the SNR is close to 10dB when the BER is and that the demodulation threshold of the system is also rising with the degree of the channel mismatch increasing. In the case of channel mismatch, the SNR of the system is increased by 2dB in order to guarantee that the system BER is in the specified range. Hence we can see that there are real effects of the channel mismatch on the demodulation threshold in the system.
Conclusions
This paper has introduced some basic principle of satellite multiple-beam antenna system and analyzed the statistical description of the covariance of the combined signal in the condition of channel mismatch, where the modulation is DQPSK. Based on the analysis, the influence of the channel mismatch on the satellite multiple-beam antenna system has been discussed and simulated. What's more, the BER to SNR curves have been given to evaluate the system threshold. From the simulation results, it can be concluded that the variance of maximum gain is less than 1dB when the phase shift is less than 30° and the amplitude variety is less than 2dB, in which case the SNR of the system is increased by 2dB in order to guarantee the BER performance. Finally, the data and curves obtained from this paper can provide a reference for designing the satellite system and also have a certain practical application value in engineering.
